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“I’m not here to show you a way out of your life; I’m here to show you a way 
into it, and, my friend, the terrain ahead is as rough as it is beautiful.”

1 Bravery starts with honesty. Ashley uncovered bravery in three truths (pp. 21–23). Which truth 
do you most identify with and why? 

THREE BRAVE TRUTHS

Truth #1: Your deepest power lies in being good to yourself. 

Truth #2: Powerlessness often comes from feeling afraid to voice our needs. 

Truth #3: Living outside your power, even when it feels threatened,  
is one of the biggest acts of bravery you can make.

2 What are some of your greatest fears? And how can you trace those 
back to things you love?  

3 “Take a moment to think about something you’ve felt angry about, 
either in the past, or currently. Why do you think it makes you feel that 
way? What purpose might it have? Is there an action you can take that 
is fueled by your passion about this topic?” (p. 41)

4 When have you experienced a failure that led you to something new? How can you see past 
failures and view them as experiences that lead to growth?

5 Name one self-care activity you consider a “guilty pleasure.” How 
can you reframe your mindset around that activity in a way that 
removes the guilt and leaves only what serves you? 

FIVE TIPS FOR LOVING YOURSELF

1. Set apart at least ten minutes every morning for yourself. 

2. Reframe your thoughts when you feel guilty.

3. Do one new thing each week.

4. Write a love letter to yourself. 

5. Practice self-love as a feeling. 

PART 1 

Reframe Your Thoughts

“Underneath our fears, the 
things we run from, are the 
things we love, the things 
we hold close and dear.”

“You don’t grow without 
failing. You don’t learn 

without humility.”
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PART 2

Reimagine Your Future with Clarity Mapping 
“We all have different stories, experiences, and events that shape 

our lives but so many of the obstacles are the same.”

FIVE DAILY QUESTIONS 

1. What is my intention?

2. Why am I worthy?

3. Who can I serve? 

4. What can I set down? 

5. Who is the truest version of myself? 

1 Create a specific, measurable, and positive intention for tomorrow. Note how you feel after 
doing so. Do you feel purposeful or empowered for the day ahead? 

2 What gifts and challenges do you possess that help you to know 
you are innately worthy? 

3 Think of an everyday kindness someone showed you recently. 
Were you able to recognize their kindness as a service from their 
heart in the moment? Identify opportunities in your life where 
you can put Ashley’s Three Steps to Serving into action. 

THREE STEPS TO SERVING  
THOSE AROUND YOU

1. See someone.

2. Hold space for someone.

3. Sacrifice for someone. 

4 Can you pinpoint what feels heavy in your life? Can you begin to imagine ways you might lay 
that burden down? 

5 “When are you the happiest in your skin and in your spirit?” Write down one word or phrase 
that describes who you feel you truly are at the core of your being. How might calling on this 
word or phrase help to anchor you in times of self-doubt? 

“You were given gifts, use 
them. You were given chal-

lenges, rise to them. You 
were given doubts, search 

that beautiful soul.” 

“We all have something we carry into our day that 
we can set down: trauma, heartache, painful child-
hood memories, anger, shame. We just need to learn 

how to identify what it is that feels so heavy.”
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1 Which of the six “I AM” affirmations do you feel most comfortable claiming at this moment? 
Which of the six do you feel you need the most and why?  

I AM a Fighter 

I AM Loud 

I AM Not Alone 

I AM Safe 

I AM the Rainbow 

I AM Free

2 What does reclaiming your power look like today? What does it look like a week from now or 
a month or even a year? How can clarity mapping help guide and support you while working 
toward this goal? 

3 “Once you’ve acknowledged the impact your past has had on you, let it empower you to make 
an impact on the world around you.” In what ways has your journey empowered you to make a 
change in the world around you? 

PART 3

 Reclaim Your Power 

“We put so much time and energy 
 into avoiding the things that scare  

us, we often forget that we can  
choose to put that time and  

intention into overcoming them.”


